
1st Step
Get your materials: an empty paper towel roll, peanut butter, birdseed, 2 popsicle sticks 
and a piece of yarn or an old shoelace.

2nd Step
Have an adult poke two holes about an inch from the top of the paper towel roll.

3rd Step
Thread the yarn or shoelace through the holes to create a loop.

4th Step
Have an adult cut two sets of slits in the paper towel roll. One set can be an inch from the 
bottom of the roll. The other set can be near the middle. These slits are for the popsicle sticks.

5th Step
Insert each stick through the roll so there is room on either end of the stick for birds to 
perch on.

6th Step
Spread lots of peanut butter on the paper towel roll.

7th Step
Cover the peanut butter with birdseed.

8th Step

Last Step
Hang your bird feeder outside.

Sequence Chart

Topic: How to make a bird feeder out of a paper towel roll.

Whether you’re baking a cake or solving a math problem, it helps to have all the steps written out from start to finish. 
Use this chart to map out the steps.
1. In the top box write your goal or topic.
2. List the steps from beginning to end in the order you need to complete them. Put only one step in each box.
3. In the last box write the last step. It’s OK to leave some boxes blank if you don’t have enough steps to fill all of them. 
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